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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is becoming a key technology for space applications. Recently, AI has come into extensive use in spacecraft operations, for example to support highly efficient operations of satellite constellations. This ranges in applications from relative positioning, Earth Observation, autonomous navigation, and end-of-life management, among others. While the importance of AI is rising for new space assets, AI is vulnerable to cyber threats, and AI cyber security is becoming an important aspect of space safety and operational security. This work aims to identify the vulnerabilities that AI systems may introduce to space assets and to analyse the potential operational threats and effective technological and regulatory mitigation measures. Towards this goal, the paper first examines and differentiates between vulnerabilities in legacy space systems, and those that are particularly related to AI technologies. The analysis covers the definition of AI technology as well as a detailed discussion about its current use in space related applications. Secondly, a comparison between prevailing cyber-attacks in space and cyber-attacks targeting AI technologies is made. Based on this assessment, the paper recommends prevention and mitigation measures that are contingent on cyber resilience of space operations focusing on AI-based space applications.
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Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Artificial Neural Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSD</td>
<td>Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Components Off the Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCOSE</td>
<td>International Council on Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSR</td>
<td>Northern Sky Research Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNT</td>
<td>Position Navigation and Timing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT&amp;C</td>
<td>Telemetry, Tracking and Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Introduction

The human exploration of space and the increasing interest in the small satellite constellation deployment for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) are only two examples of how space missions can cover a broad variety of technologies, mission scopes and level of complexity. From control of landers and rovers to the increasing need of performing collision avoidance manoeuvres in space without support from ground, new challenges call for radical advances in several areas of space engineering. The design of intelligent space assets is one of such challenges.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is pervasive in an abundant number of applications throughout a broad spectrum of sectors and industries. The increasing interest of the entire aerospace community towards AI is strong in the NewSpace economy [1]. The European Investment Bank reveals that AI is a technological trend particularly suitable for satellite services and ground equipment, as well as a tool for processing big data or imaging [2]. AI can help to significantly reduce the operational cost of satellite operations, for example by optimising the satellite trajectory, or by augmenting its space situational awareness [2].
Nonetheless, the use of AI in the field of space raises open questions and challenges. As an example, to guarantee the safety of the operations across the mission phases, typically, a mission work package on risk assessment is included in space projects. Its goal is to identify and reduce risks and protect space systems during normal operations. The use of AI technologies, however, can introduce additional vulnerabilities at the system level, as will be thoroughly discussed in this work. This article deals in particular with cybersecurity threats generated by the use of AI technologies in space.

Although cybersecurity threats on space assets are part of a risk scenario known by most space actors [3], a specific assessment for AI-driven space systems is missing in the literature. To address this need, there is an on-going process of transferring the cybersecurity expertise from the information technology industry to the space industry. Additionally, engineering standards can be tailored to the space industry, as demonstrated by the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) [4]. However, the lack of technical standards specific to AI space applications makes it extremely hard to define relevant safety and security requirements. While national and regional space agencies are drafting guidelines for space cybersecurity, these do not specifically regulate or cover the use or risks of AI technologies. One example is given by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies from the US Department of Commerce (NIST), which proposed standards for risk assessment in space missions, covers the cybersecurity aspect [3], but does not mention AI systems.

On this premise, this work aims, in the first place, to identify the additional vulnerabilities introduced by AI systems for space missions compared to legacy systems. Then, new scenarios covering cyberattacks on AI systems in space are presented to complete the study. Finally, a regulatory framework applicable to AI technologies in space applications is proposed. The purpose of such a framework is to act as a starting point for the mission planners to derive high-level requirements to ensure cyber resilience of AI-driven space systems and mitigate the consequences of cyberattacks conducted against such systems.

2. Space mission vulnerabilities in legacy systems

In this section, the paper discusses cyber vulnerabilities of legacy space systems. The discussion is contingent on consideration of common cyber threats and operational segments of space missions.

2.1 Cyber threats

To define the context of cyber-vulnerabilities and attacks to space systems, it is useful to introduce the concept of threat originally presented for information systems [5], and how it differs from a risk [6]. A threat consists of four components, namely agents or sources, targets, actions, and consequences as reported schematically in Fig. 1.

A threat represents the potential for a threat agent to cause loss or damage to an information system (a space system) [6]. Note that this definition applies to both legacy and AI-based space technologies addressed in this work. A threat agent or source is a group or entity triggering an action causing damage to a threat target. According to the NIST classification [3] agents can be adversarial, insider, environmental, or structural. A threat agent usually exploits the vulnerabilities of the space system to perform an attack.

![Fig. 1. Cyber threats in space (adapted from [6])](image)

The threat action represents the event of attacking a target subjected to a threat, while the threat consequences can be identified in the adverse impact of the attack on the system and mission level. Threat actions and consequences can be linked using the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) plot (adapted from the Northern Sky Research - NSR Report [7]). The triangle shows the three main objectives for data handling in the security architecture. A risk, on the other hand, represents both the probability that a system will be the threat target and the magnitude of the harm caused.

The assessment and identification of cyber threats to space missions is a crucial task for mission planners. Guidelines for vulnerability and risk assessments for AI systems in space applications are scarce in the literature. An example of applicability for space mission planning is provided by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) Recommended Standards [6] which is used as reference for the discussion in this paper.

2.2 Operational segments of a space mission

Space missions are, generally, characterised according to three operational components: the space segment, the ground segment and the user segment, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that a fourth segment, the link segment, can be found in the literature when dealing with cybersecurity. The link segment is described by the crosslink, uplink and downlink arrows in Fig. 2. The
assessment of cyber vulnerabilities of a space mission, typically, focuses on the first two components.

For the ground segment, ground stations provide telemetry and command to the spacecraft (shown by the red arrows in Fig. 2). Ground networks ensure the connection between ground elements. Control centres allow the management of space operations while remote terminals act as an interface to retrieve transmitted information.

The space segment consists of the payload and the spacecraft bus [8]. The direction of communications between spacecraft and Earth is illustrated by the red arrows in Fig. 2, and they include:

- downlink command for telemetry and tracking (space to ground)
- uplink command for operational manoeuvres (ground to space)
- crosslink for communications with other satellites (space to space)

2.3 Cyber-vulnerabilities in space

The identification of cyber vulnerabilities in space for this work is limited to space operations in LEO, as it is the most complex network of communication between ground-to-satellite and satellite-to-satellite. The use of constellations requires the interaction of hundreds or thousands of satellites in LEO with tens or thousands of ground network nodes, or millions of antennas [7].

The ground segment, as shown in Fig. 2, is responsible for collecting and distributing the mission data, as the most valuable asset of a space mission [8]. A generic definition of end-user is to be intended here because the user segment shown in Fig. 2 is not analysed in this work. The ground infrastructure is the most vulnerable among the mission segments and it is used frequently as a threat target. In fact, access points to a ground segment would allow agents with legitimate access to control the infrastructure.

NASA reports that the most accessible portion of a spacecraft is the end-to-end command path [8] (red arrows in Fig. 2). The command path can be accessed via direct RF-link, subversion of the command authority on ground or subversion of space/ground networks. These items are represented by a star in Fig. 2.

In a spacecraft, the most vulnerable sub-systems to cyberattacks are Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C), electronics/avionics, and On-Board Data Handling (OBDH) as they all act as access points for threat agents. In general, a threat agent could potentially exploit the vulnerabilities of any sub-components of a spacecraft or ground system to take control of the overall system.

Depending on whether the spacecraft was manufactured following a legacy design or a NewSpace philosophy, characteristic vulnerabilities can be recognised. For example, old network components that do not conform to current cybersecurity standards or trends can be found in legacy spacecraft because 15-20 years ago cybersecurity

---

**Fig. 2** Typical satellite mission - ground, space, and user segments, with their main cyber-vulnerabilities.
was not yet a major concern. Satellites developed in more recent years implement data encryption to protect data confidentiality in transmissions or to prevent unauthorised access. In legacy systems, weak cryptographic units could represent a vulnerability in the end-to-end command link (weak encryption in Fig. 2).

Nowadays, technical standards are proposed based on the mission scope. For example, NASA requires propulsive spacecrafts within 2 million kilometres from Earth to protect command uplink with encryption compliant with Level 1 of FIPS 140-3 [9]. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has considered requiring encryption on the TT&C communications and mission data for propulsive spacecraft, however no specific requirements are published to-date. The technical standard from NASA STD-1006 [10] covers the protection of the Position Navigation and Timing (PNT) to reduce the consequences of a loss or temporary interference of GNSS signals, as this attack profile is becoming more frequent.

Cyber-vulnerabilities are also associated with the supply chain. For instance, hardware and software can be maliciously modified undetected, so that the vulnerability of the system is presented at a later stage during the operation phase.

Products developed in the NewSpace economy introduce new vulnerabilities compared to legacy technologies [7] expanding the attack surface (see Table 1). Examples of such products include COTS hardware, open-source software, IoT devices on-board and infrastructure as a service (aaS).

The employment of AI-based space applications adds further vulnerabilities to those presented above, most of which are intrinsic to AI technology itself.

Table 1. Cyber vulnerabilities for NewSpace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COTS hardware (HW); Open Source software (SW) [7]</td>
<td>Non-compliant with cybersecurity recommended practices; dependency on vendor trustworthiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridesharing: multi-customer; multi-payload [8]</td>
<td>The number of third-party actors which require authentication on the system increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-a-Service infrastructure (aaS)</td>
<td>Ground systems based on cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet of Things (IoT) devices</td>
<td>Increasing entry points, major risk of backdoor holes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. AI for space missions

Despite the widespread adoption of the term AI, there is no generally agreed and established definition of AI in the literature, but its description is context specific. Regardless of the specific sector of its application, AI exhibits common characteristics which allow it to outline certain of its most distinctive features.

3.1 The definition of AI

AI encompasses a set of methods capable of autonomous decision making without human intervention [11]. Such methods are capable of adaptation to complex environments, and to previously unseen circumstances [12]. Most applications are related to the sub-field of Machine Learning (ML), which combines algorithms, statistics, and optimization theory. ML primarily aims at using information extracted from the environment to find patterns and structures that help in decision making in similar environments. To this extent, AI is intended to function as a proof of knowledge. The outcome of a decision-making process in real life may vary according to the data type used to train the algorithm (e.g., supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement learning).

AI is often characterised in the literature by data and training processes. Nonetheless, the field of AI does not cover a group of training algorithms only, but it also deals with different layouts of network architectures and different models applicable during the learning phase. As an example, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are among the most successful implementations of ML [13], have the properties of a network-like structure. Other AI elements include architecture related requirements given by the specific algorithms, i.e., AI software systems which are built on the underlying hardware [14].

In connection with the above-mentioned architecture requirements, oftentimes AI is associated with decision-making processes [15] which are similar, but not identical, to the decision-making process performed in the context of space autonomy. Although AI is closely related to space autonomy, which consists in one of its central features, a confusion between the two concepts is discouraged since they have different meanings. Notably, space autonomy characterises a set of functions of the system while AI designates specific techniques by which they are implemented, enabled, or enhanced. On the other hand, AI shares some of its central characteristics with space autonomy. For instance, space autonomy depicts a behaviour-oriented ability of a system where certain functions are allocated to a robot (or system) whereas other to a human [16]. AI is developed and deployed in the same machine – human paradigm, even more in the space sector where space missions are strongly dependent on the ground segment and flight engineers who monitor the telemetry data sent back to Earth [17].

In the inference stage, where the model is used to make decisions based on unseen input data [18], the output could be potentially wrong, if the input data was not represented by the training dataset. The subsequent behaviour may be unexpected, even more when the
system operates in an uncertain environment, such as outer space. Non-determinism, thus, is another feature of AI.

Non-deterministic behaviour needs to be differentiated from a behaviour-based system, which reacts to a changing environment in an instinctual way [19]. The two concepts may meet as a behaviour-based system could also exhibit a non-deterministic behaviour [19]. This is the case of distributed artificial intelligence where AI is located in more than one part of the system (or more than one agent composing one system).

Other than space autonomy, AI also serves to enhance optimisation in the field of space system design. Combining different AI abilities/technologies at system-level is rather rare in practice due to little research on how to integrate modules from different areas of AI [20]. As long as AI is part of one common system, it is configured to operate together with non-AI elements – hence, the need to consider AI from a system perspective.

AI systems are inherently more complex than classical decision-making systems. An AI learning model is embedded within a software architecture and constitutes a complex interaction between an algorithm and a dataset to establish the decision-making system. Such systems may introduce additional sources of vulnerability to the system architecture, as presented in the next section.

3.2 Vulnerabilities of AI

Vulnerabilities in AI systems refer to instances where the model performs well (no errors in the initial implementation for the desired task) but is susceptible to malfunction in specific conditions, as a result of unidentified performance occurring during execution or provoked intentionally by an adversary [11].

An overview of the vulnerabilities of AI systems is discussed in this section, with the aim of understanding how such vulnerabilities can be exploited when applied to space systems. Table 2 provides a summary of these vulnerabilities and their description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI vulnerability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low explainability</td>
<td>Black-box algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input data</td>
<td>During training phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data poisoning</td>
<td>During deployment phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical models</td>
<td>During development phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW/HW interfaces</td>
<td>Cyber-physical system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lack of explainability of many AI algorithms and outputs is one of the main issues underlying the vulnerability of these systems. Black-box AI algorithms that are not transparent nor easy to explain offer several opportunities for natural or adversarial malfunctions to go unnoticed. Improving the transparency and explainability of AI systems improves the user trust [21]. However, this can be problematic when plausible explanations are provided for outputs that are incorrect [22].

Input data is a key vulnerability to most AI systems. Attacks on data can occur during the training phase. ML models can be vulnerable to perturbations in the input data, leading the learning model to misinterpret or misclassify the data [23]. An attacker who wishes to exploit this vulnerability does not need to completely transform the input, and in many cases, does not need to be deeply familiar with the exact functioning of the model [24]. Similarly, data poisoning can occur after the model is properly trained and deployed. In this case, imperceptible manipulation of the data may lead to a fundamental malfunctioning of the system.

Moreover, ML models employ mathematical procedures that may have inherent weaknesses. In the development phase, an adversary with malicious intentions may exploit a specific model architecture known to be susceptible to various errors, such as unreliable and noisy outputs. Models are also subjected to replication attacks which allow an adversary to reverse-engineer a model. Such procedures can be used to understand and design a malfunction for the original system, or to steal intellectual property [25].

3.3 AI in space applications

Due to the improvements in hardware and computational capabilities of the recent decades, AI systems can carry better sensors and run sophisticated algorithms in a compact form factor [26]. Several works studied the applications of AI in the space sector [27], covering AI applications for remote sensing [28], onboard spacecraft communication [29], situational awareness [30], autonomous planning and scheduling [31], and guidance and control [16]. Three main areas of application for AI in the space sector are discussed here, particularly, those related to remote sensing, autonomous navigation and spacecraft health monitoring. Applications for satellite communications are still rare and, therefore, will not be covered in this work.

3.3.1 Data processing and remote sensing

Remote sensing broadly encompasses the objective of feature identification of distant objects using electromagnetic radiation. The amount of data collected, and their variety and complexity made it impossible to be processed by a human operator so that they are increasingly relying on AI algorithms. Satellites can employ on-board deep-learning algorithms for preprocessing of the sensory data to reduce the amount of data transmitted to ground segment [32] or to directly transmit post-processed information.

Remote sensing for features identification and extraction can be regarded as a primary step for proper classification of remote sensing imagery. In many cases, observations made about an object are significantly
enhanced if this information comes from a variety of sources, sensors, processes and measuring states as well as at different spatial and temporal resolution. Remote sensing for data and sensor fusion couples the information from different sources, including in-situ observations and numerical models to improve the quality of the information extracted. Combining all these data sources to arrive at a coherent and informative observation is the core of data fusion.

3.3.2 Autonomous navigation systems

Spacecrafts operate in extremely complex environments. With the increasing number of space missions, it is no longer possible for space missions to be dependent on the ground segment only. In critical phases of the mission, or when communication is cut off, these decisions must be made within seconds. Autonomous systems for navigation and planning functions for spacecraft are, therefore, increasingly implemented and integrated within space missions. These functions are driven by a combination of AI and ML systems that are capable of treating and processing the data and of making decisions.

Generally, in autonomous space systems, AI is necessary within the domains of perception and navigation; planning and learning.

In addition to navigation, spacecraft and space rovers could have a particular mission to accomplish, which might require a certain sequence of actions to be decided, for example performing repair and maintenance tasks. The spacecraft must be able to act deliberately to fulfil its mission. Maintenance or refuelling are good examples to illustrate the AI application for planning and learning. These tasks would involve navigating to the exact location of interest, observing the environment for collision-free handling of the maintenance/re-fuelling arm, and implementing the proper action for the desired outcome.

3.3.3 Spacecraft health monitoring

Ensuring the safety and reliability of a space system is one of the most critical concerns [33]. Anomalies and fault detection are crucial elements in ensuring the safe operation of a spacecraft in the harsh environment of space. In many cases, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to repair a spacecraft once it started its mission. Significant attention needs to be given to fault detection and diagnosis. Following the detection of a fault, the system must be able to trace the fault and isolate it.

Two clear applications of AI in anomaly and fault detection are

- Ability to diagnose the system at a distance. Traditional methods rely on pre-programmed checks that should be run by a program to ensure the proper functioning of the system. However, these methods are incapable of detecting new and unseen faults or anomalies that might occur which have not been previously programmed by the operator. This is where AI can be useful.

3.4 Cyber vulnerabilities to AI in space

To summarise Section 3.3, Table 3 reports additional vulnerabilities deriving from the use of AI systems in space, in addition to the legacy vulnerabilities of Table 1. Referring to Fig. 1, a threat agent can recognize the AI system on-board as a threat target.

Table 3. Additional cyber-vulnerabilities from AI technologies in space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of vulnerability</th>
<th>Description of vulnerability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-board remote sensing devices</td>
<td>Manipulation of databases during the learning phase leads to errant input recognition, suggesting a wrong output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System health check</td>
<td>System anomalies not detected or report of anomalies in a healthy system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous system</td>
<td>Improper use of mechanical arms causing damage to other space assets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is to note that malicious AI algorithms can reduce performance and/or disrupt the nominal operation of benign AI algorithms as well [34]. A parallel work of the authors investigates the role of AI as threat agent [35]. In addition to the classical cyber-attacks, AI introduces the following typologies of threat actions (Section 2.1): data misclassification, synthetic data generation and data analysis [2].

3.4.1 Threat actions to AI in space

This section illustrates some examples of cyber-attacks deriving from the vulnerabilities of AI listed in Table 3. For instance, let us consider an AI system which classifies images from satellites to detect specific buildings and suppose that the system is providing the operator critical information for the defence for detections of targets. The human operator would take consequent decisions based on the output of AI, without knowing the process behind such classification (black-box in Table 2). The operator might take decisions based on an erroneous output of AI potentially leading to catastrophic effects. The threat agent in this case is not easy to detect: was it due to the mathematical model of the AI failing to classify the building correctly because of, for example, environmental boundary conditions? Or was it because the AI system was subjected to data poisoning from an external agent? There is, therefore, a
clear need to clarify and regulate the level of autonomy of the AI system in space, as well as its interaction with the human operators. 

On-board fault management is also a critical point for AI applications striving for high autonomy, as associated with the vulnerability “System health check” of Table 3. An attack on spacecraft health monitoring systems may lead to a wrong identification of malfunctions in the system. This may lead to a variety of malfunctions going unnoticed, threatening the integrity of the objectives of the mission.

It is, therefore, of significant importance to properly address the new vulnerabilities that characterize the space systems and missions that are generated by virtue of AI. The following section outlines the current regulatory framework governing AI technologies applied in space, with the aim of making recommendations as to how to enhance cybersecurity for AI-driven space systems.

4. International governance of AI

The United Nations (UN) space treaty regime provides the basic rules and principles of space law that govern space activities [36]. The UN space treaties are drafted in a manner that allows to accommodate innovation of new technologies – this is because space activities are addressed in a general manner rather than in relation to any specific technology that might arise [37]. Hence, the broad principles under the UN space treaty regime would apply to the integration of new technologies into space assets [37], such as cybersecurity and AI. Broad legal principles though require legal interpretation. In this regard, soft law can help to interpret the law and determine what behaviour is compliant with the principles of law.

Albeit not legally binding [38], soft law, which covers technical standards among other non-binding practices and instruments [37], is part of the overall governance of space activities. Currently there is no technical standard that, as a regulatory tool, specifically deals with AI-driven space systems, let alone the cybersecurity for such systems. At international level, general AI governance is mainly achieved through soft law mechanisms, in particular standards and pre-standardisation documentations issued by the International Organisation for Standardisation and International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), among others. Although cyber security of AI is subject to regulation within the respective standardisation frameworks, a comprehensive cybersecurity approach towards AI is still lacking.

4.1 Specificities of AI regulatory force

At regulatory level there is an acknowledgement regarding the importance which AI definition has when identifying its security issues. However, the technical regulatory framework does not provide for a uniform definition of AI – instead multiple definitions address different AI technologies. Such an approach may appear as a hindrance to standardisation of the entire AI ecosystem and contribute to the fragmentation of the applicable regulatory framework. However, regardless of the specific sector of AI application, the overall standardisation process is characterised by technical cooperation regarding the way standards are produced. Thus, despite being fragmented, AI regulation is developed through synergies between different sectors and organisations [46].

4.2 Recommendations regarding cyber security of AI space applications

A relevant regulatory framework through standardisation governing AI-driven space systems, which accommodates a comprehensive cybersecurity approach towards such systems, needs to emerge at international level. Such a soft law mechanism would provide a flexible form of international cooperation in the context of an increasing technological progress. Furthermore, it would enable a certain awareness of the underlying risk which the hard law may fail to do. Additionally, because it is less rigid than hard law, governance via standardisation would be sufficiently agile to adapt to innovation and ensure responsible behaviour when designing AI based applications. 

When addressing cybersecurity of AI-based space applications, the above-mentioned regulatory framework needs to accommodate the non-deterministic nature of AI. The security of AI is directly associated with its level of uncertainty – hence the importance for the future cybersecurity regulatory framework governing AI-based space applications to aim for a certain degree of control over the uncertainties inherent to AI.

Another regulatory objective would be to incorporate technological rules which could be widely adopted throughout technical standards and guidelines. When doing so it is necessary to develop general principles addressing AI in the context of space autonomy as well as application-specific technical requirements or guidelines in parallel [39]. Thus, defining general requirements, such as integrity and availability, needs to be followed by detailed requirements that include concrete technical specifications assigned to AI-driven space systems, which connect cyber threats and vulnerabilities to said systems. When developing a cybersecurity framework specific to AI-driven space systems, potential future technological advancements need to be taken into account as new technological paradigms may emerge, such as high-level autonomy for
space systems and subsystems versus human-robot interaction [40].

A regulatory framework governing cybersecurity of AI-driven space systems needs to be built upon common cybersecurity principles, such as the well-established triad of CIA. This would be aligned with the current practices in the space industry where a minimum standard for information security is required to be followed.¹ Common cybersecurity principles also are included in security standards for space system engineering.² Building technology security upon them, although recommended from an engineering perspective, may have some drawbacks. In particular, the integration of such standards would reduce the overall vulnerabilities common for legacy space systems, such as those presented earlier in Section 2. Nonetheless, because they are not specifically related to AI, they are limited in addressing the new vulnerabilities generated by AI, i.e., as outlined in Section 3 of this article.

Consideration needs to be given to synergies between the space sector and other sectors where similar AI technologies are used [46] – such synergies are encouraged by the development of the current regulatory landscape as mentioned earlier in this paper. This would allow to use existing standards applicable to AI and IT environments but doing so against the specific threats and cyber vulnerabilities that are seen in AI space applications. Moreover, in order to enhance cybersecurity for AI-driven space systems a regulatory emphasis needs to be placed upon cyber resilience. Cyber resilience is built upon known vulnerabilities of AI-driven space systems and provides for some flexibility for future vulnerabilities. It is also important to consider the level of criticality of the specific component or subsystem where AI is applied.

4.2.1 Preventive mechanisms

The regulatory framework concerning cybersecurity of AI-driven space systems needs to incorporate a prudent balance between a controlled degree of uncertainty inherent to AI, on one hand, and, on the other hand, advances in autonomy, optimisation and robustness capabilities achieved through AI [14]. In relation to this, account should be taken of the specific needs for such capabilities resulting from the operation of complex space systems [14]. A trade-off could be achieved at the design stage by implementing a layered security architecture of the AI-driven space system, which may accommodate some level of uncertainty related to AI [41]. This can be done by ensuring that, when designing the AI model, alternative security mechanisms apply at the upper level if the AI system signals too much uncertainty at the lower level [41]. This mechanism has been developed in relation to AI applications in the automotive industry and, as such, could serve as a starting point to develop alternative security mechanisms for AI space applications. In this regard, generally applicable methods for determining the uncertainty of models are needed.

Another mechanism which would allow a controlled degree of uncertainty is testability by design. Verification and validation, as well as testing and evaluation methods, play a central role. Validation and verification take place during the development stage of an AI space system and provide formal checks of the AI module and its application [42]. Regardless of the specific technique, testing of an AI system on a large number of combinations of environmental conditions facilitates a characterisation of the predictable behaviour of said system – thus decreasing the inherent uncertainty of the system [41].

As part of the design of the AI space application, the testability process includes quality requirements. In the standardisation and pre-standardisation literature there is an agreement that quality requirements regarding AI systems are directly related to security of said systems [41, 42, 43]. In connection with this, quality assessment contributes to reaching a controlled degree of uncertainty inherent to AI, namely by scrutinising the quality of data. Considering the specific data driven nature of AI space systems, data have a significant impact upon the behaviour of such systems. The current general data quality framework applicable to data processed in a structured way with a computer system, namely the ISO/IEC 25012 is not entirely relevant to AI-driven space systems. However, it provides for an assessment model, which could serve as guideline regarding quality assessment specific for AI space applications.

Based on the above, testability by design enables cyber security by design. In light of this paradigm, the validation and verification process as well as the quality requirements constitute preventive measures for the purposes of enhancing cyber resilience of AI space applications.

Other preventive measures include risk management and ongoing evaluation of the cyber security posture of AI-driven space systems. Risk management, as a regulatory tool, is designed to address uncertainties³ — thus it could help to reach the balance between a tolerable level of risk and the non-deterministic behaviour typical for AI systems.

¹ Such as CIS Critical Security Controls® v8, 2021.
² Such as ISO 20214:2015 Space data and information transfer systems – Security architecture for space data systems.
³ According to ISO 31000:2018 Risk management - Guidelines, risk is defined as “effect of uncertainty on objectives”
4.2.2 Mitigation measures

The role of security engineering consists in reducing the probability of a threat to occur or reducing its consequences on the system and mission level. Typical technology solutions implemented as mitigation against cybersecurity threats include, but are not limited to, encryption for TT&C, and zero trust architecture [44]. These technological solutions, albeit not AI specific, are effective methods to increase the difficulty for the adversary to conduct a successful cyberattack on the system.

Despite current technological solutions to protect space assets from threat agents, no space mission is completely safe from cyber threats. It is crucial that mitigation and recovery processes are available in case of a cyberattack. Implementing appropriate mitigation measures regarding cyberattacks targeting AI is conditional upon preliminary classification of the AI threats [43]. In any case, the focus of the mitigation and recovery processes needs to be on enabling speed recovery process which includes characterising the threat classes immediately, releasing mitigations into the network to counter cyberattacks in an emergency change control process, and engaging a human supervisor [45].

Finally, mitigation processes need to be adapted over time since new conceivable attack vectors require corresponding defence and mitigation mechanisms to be constructed.

5. Conclusions

The use of AI in space applications is a trend predicted to increase. This is due to the growing interest in process optimisation and automated services, as well as in reducing the elaboration time for data and imaging processing in the field of space industry. However, AI exhibits cyber vulnerabilities and, thus, is not exempt from cyber threats.

The first part of this research shows how AI technologies for space applications can potentially increase the cyber-vulnerability of the system because of new threat targets associated with the technology itself. While it is clear from the literature review that the ground segment and the command paths are the weakest access points in legacy space systems, AI provides additional possibilities for a threat agent to manipulate the data at different stages of its lifecycle. In fact, due to the complex interaction between hardware and software architectures, an external observer would interpret the AI-system as a “black-box” and rely on its output with a high degree of confidence. Database manipulation on remote sensing devices, undetected system anomalies during systems health checks or improper use of mechanical appendices in autonomous systems are only examples of events which could threaten AI-systems in space.

Considering the rapid technological advancements in the space industry, the lack of cybersecurity protocols and regulations become an important topic for the use of emerging technologies in space. AI-based space applications are under development, and as with many other technologies to be used in space, the cybersecurity of these assets is a priority for the safety of the mission data and the security of future missions. Therefore, the common ground for regulations will certainly have technological and legal dimensions. One of the focal points of a regulatory framework specific for AI-driven space systems is suggesting preventive and mitigation measures, as a way to establish a certain degree of control over the uncertainties inherent to AI. To do so, it is necessary to contextualise AI in the field of autonomous systems in a general manner, including non-space industries of AI applications. The preventive approach shall ensure the development of cyber resilient systems by design, while mitigation measures would diminish the consequences of occurrence of a threat on the system. Lastly, developing cybersecurity principles which are adaptable to new and emerging technologies and their use in space, by considering both mission-specific environments and the new threats, is as important as developing and monitoring best practices.
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